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To be published September 2008 at £25 hardback.

A commemorative photographic tribute to the most famous ocean liner of our time.

QE2: A Photographic Journey takes the reader on a voyage of appreciation of the best-known and most-loved ocean liner. Readers can stroll the decks, visit the various bars and lounges, take high tea in the Queens Room and retire to their cabin without leaving their armchair.

Each public room is featured with colour photographs and historical commentary, including little-known anecdotes and snippets, the book is complemented by interesting information from Commodore R. W. Warwick, (former master of QE2 and the son of the ship’s first captain), about his time on board.

- The QE2 retires in November 2008 for a new life in Dubai world where she will become a hotel.
- A full colour record and appreciation of every aspect of this most loved of ocean liners.
- Every major public room is featured.
- Historical commentary and amusing anecdotes and stories looking back over the life of the QE2.
- The authors are QE2 enthusiasts who have cruised aboard the QE2 over a 13 year period.
- With behind the scenes access and an ‘afterword’ from Captain McNaught – the ship’s last master.
- This affectionate record provides the most fitting of souvenirs.
- The authors have a useful website relating to QE2, QM2, QV and historic liners: at www.chriscunard.com